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The following article by Tom Crossett was going to be published in our Spring newsletter but was superseded by his report on the “Upwelling’s On The 

Tidal Ouse At Southerham” that had been commented on by a number of our members and which Tom had actually witnessed happening. We are 

very grateful to Tom for the amount of time and effort that he has made leading investigations on behalf of OART into the problem of soil erosion in this 

catchment and we are fortunate to have been able to call upon his expertise.  

Good Practice In Soil Erosion Management 

OART Promotes An Informal Network 

Soil erosion is a natural process but too much of it is a bad thing. Farmers lose their most precious asset, mud turns up in the wrong place and silt ends 

up in streams and rivers. Soil maps suggest that most of the soils in the Ouse Adur basin are not at great risk of erosion. That's one of the reasons that 

the Ouse Adur basin was not designated a priority catchment in the catchment sensitive farming initiative. However, it is still possible that actual or 

perceived problems could occur when difficult crops such as maize are grown on steep slopes, where soils are compacted, organic matter is low and 

not of the right kind or when weather is exceptional. 

This of course begs vital questions such as how steep, how compacted and how exceptional ?  Farmers need to know the answers to these questions 

when balancing business and environmental risk; including the level of weather risk that they find comfortable. In order to inform our own thinking we 

asked an expert, Professor John Boardman of the Environmental Change Institute in Oxford. John started looking at soil erosion on the Downs more 

than 30 years ago. Since then he has studied the subject all over the world. He has just completed a large project in Flanders and is currently working 

on high risk soils round Midhurst as well as in South Africa.  John very kindly volunteered to look again at our area and OART has met his travel ex-

penses for three visits over the autumn and winter.  We arranged for him to meet some of the agronomists who are working with local farmers on catch-

ment sensitive farming and walk the land on the Bevern and the Uck. We have also organised two “workshops” for agronomists, geo-morphologists and 

others with specialist interests. The first was hosted by the Lewes Railway Land Wildlife Trust, the second by South East Water. 

Discussion of field observations and background papers at the second workshop confirmed that soils in the Ouse Adur basin carried a relatively low risk 

of erosion. Nevertheless problems are possible. These could be increased if heavy rain becomes more frequent as a consequence of climate change 

or our farming is intensified. Over the next year, participants agreed to share information collected in their work on floodplain conservation projects and 

in their work with farmers.  Important issues included; 

               comparison of recently published methods for assessing and managing soil erosion risk, including that to water courses 

 factors affecting the effectiveness of buffer strips 

 soil compaction especially under grass being grazed by horses 

 evaluation of sediment sources, pathways and destinations over wider areas. 

 

For the last two years I have been collecting background papers and data on all aspects of catchment sensitive farming. A CD holding a selection of 

these relevant to soil erosion was circulated at the meeting.  Over the next year I will be adding information to the collection that I find or which is sup-

plied by people who share my interest in assessing and managing soil erosion and sedimentation.  If you see erosion, silt on the move or mud in the 

“wrong” place please send me details and photos.  Also if you come across relevant documents please send me details. If you would like a copy of the 

current CD or a list of its contents please get in touch via tom.crossett@gmail.com 

Although John Boardman has no plans for further visits to the Ouse Adur basin he will continue to work in the Midhurst area where soils are more vul-

nerable. He is also willing to answer questions. People at the Arlington workshop, which included Tony Whitbread of SWLT representing The ARUN 

and Rother River Trust (ARRT), decided that a further workshop possibly in the ARRT area in spring 2014 should be considered.  The visits and work-

shops have lead to a loose network of people with an active and practical interest in assessing and managing soil erosion and sedimentation.  I will try 

to sustain this network over the next year in an attempt to promote common good practice on the issue across the local projects and advisory activities 

that have been stimulated by the Water Framework Directive.  I shall report again in mid 2014 but meanwhile if you would like notes of the two work-

shops or the current contents list for the CD please let me know. Many of us see sediment issues in and around the Ouse and its tributaries that con-

cern us.  

I hope that this initiative will give us a clearer view of their significance and therefore which concerns we need to worry about and which are within the 

limits of normal river processes.  

Tom Crossett 

OART/LRLWLT Volunteer - Catchment Sensitive Farming 



Final soil erosion workshop at SEW offices Arlington 30th January 2013.  

Soil erosion expert Professor John Boardman of the Environmental Change Institute in Oxford makes a point.   Also in the picture are 
Simon Lohrey, Upstream Thinking project SEW. Tony Whitbred, Director SWLT and ARRT Trustee. Prim Duplessis, Agronomist in the 

Ouse Adur Pilot Catchment project. Sandra Manning – Jones,  Project Officer, Trees on the Uck project.   

Project Officer Report 

The Middle Ouse Restoration of Physical Habitats (MORPH) project has been moving forward over the past 
few months. Not only has the construction at Spring Meadow now been finished but Buxted Park is just about 
to start the final stages of the weir removal.  We have just had confirmation that the East Mascalls project will 
also go ahead this year.  Some further good news for MORPH and OART is that the project received an 
award of High Commendation from the Institute of Construction Excellence in its sustainability category.  This 

is great news as it raises the profile not only of the MORPH project but also OART itself.  

It was also really good to go to Spring Meadow with Sam and Neil to have a look at the tree planting which we did at the end of last year. 
The plan was to secure those stakes which had come loose. To our great surprise it appears that all the trees have survived and they are 

growing well.  Another big thank you to all those who came and helped out with what has proved to be a very successful project. 

The Adur Restoration of Physical Habitats (ARPHA) project is also beginning to produce some activity. With the completion of one of the 
quick win projects earlier in the year we are now setting ourselves up for 4 further weir removal/alteration projects for the coming summer. 

Final consultation on the designs is currently underway and it is hoped that works will begin in August 2013. 

Our plan to create two coarse fish refuges on the Bevern is also proceeding well but much to my surprise we had to obtain the required 
planning consent to dig these (although not to build an extension!).  Once this has been finalised we will be ready to begin construction on 
the ground. Time is running short on this project and we hope to begin on the ground works in August – further updates on this will be 

available on our website. 

Come the end of the month we will be calling a halt to our habitat surveys of the River Uck and look set to meet our target of 70% of the 
river surveyed. The next job will be to begin analysing the information collected and forming a report outlining the current state of the Uck 
along with future strategies for improvement. This couldn’t have been done without the hard work of Mark Davis and Sandra Manning-
Jones (Trees on the Uck project officer) or all the landowners who have given us permission to survey their sections of river. A big thank 

you to all of those involved. 

In addition to the above the eel monitoring project has also been put temporarily on hold due to additional paperwork being required in 
order to fit the trap.  We are continuing to investigate an eel strategy for the catchment looking at priority sites for eel pass construction and 

it is expected that the first of these will be in place at Barcombe Mills by the end of September. 

As always it is hard to summarise all the projects which OART is currently involved in or to give precise details about any of them. However 

should you require further information then please do not hesitate to contact me at peter.king@oart.org.uk 

Peter King 



FEATHER IN THE CAP 
FOR OART 

 
On 21st June I attended the Institute of Civil Engineers, South Branch, Engineering Excellence awards ceremony in Southampton. These 
awards are given to organizations that are deemed by the judging panel to have achieved outstanding results with projects they have 
undertaken.  
 
I am pleased to tell you that OART with 
its partners, the Environment Agency and 
Royal Haskoning were given a  
“Highly Commended” certificate in the 
Sustainability and Environment category 
for our MORPH project. 
 
The silly grin on my face is partly due to 
my pleasure at gaining the award and 
partly due to the excellent dinner and 
copious amounts of good wine of which 
we had just partaken. 
 

Sam St.Pierre. 

 

Observations  

Rainfall for June was 26.5 mm compared 

to the average of 47.8 mm.  

A relatively dry month but June is variable 

with a maximum of 133 mm and a mini-

mum of 5 mm since we started recording 

in 1995.  
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Disclaimer 

‘The opinions expressed in this newsletter are not necessarily those of the Ouse & Adur Rivers Trust  

nor of the Trustees and responsibility cannot be accepted for opinions herein’ 



A NICE SURPRISE 
 

 
The MORPH project we undertook with the Environment Agency to re-instate meanders on the River Ouse involved planting over 1000 
trees on the island we created. The trees were delivered but dreadful weather conditions caused much delay in their planting. The planting 
conditions alternated between being sopping wet or frozen solid.  At one point, bags of saplings were stacked up in my disused chicken 
run.  I tried to keep the frost off the roots but inevitably the harsh conditions overcame my feeble efforts and many of the roots were frozen 
for a time.  Having completed one planting session sloshing about in the mud; we were forced to plant the remainder in freezing conditions 

which were totally unsuitable.  We had no other option.  There was a distinct possibility 
that none of the trees would have survived had they  languished in my chicken run much 
longer. Against all the odds, we eventually managed to get all the trees planted and we 
are most grateful to volunteers from the Environment Agency staff who came and gave us 
a hand. 
 
Winter gave way to what was supposed to be spring; featuring bitter north easterly winds 
right up to the beginning of May.  It seemed inevitable that the mortality rate for the poor-
saplings would be high.  
 
On 20th June Peter King, (OART Project Consultant), Neil Pringle and I paid a visit to the 
site expecting to find  some of the trees dead or flattened by wind and flood. We were 
delighted to find that there was not a single casualty. A few of them needed a bit of 

straightening up, which was no problem and all were in leaf. 
 
We noted a problem concerning stands of Himalayan Balsam in the sediments along the 
river bank. (You can see one of these arrowed in the picture). At the time of writing, the 
Environment Agency Operations Team are due to visit the site and remove it. 
 
It will take some time for the new river channel to settle down and become populated with 
aquatic plants. It is also rather featureless at present but in due course we hope to rectify 
this by introducing some boulders and gravel which will help to improve the habitat and 
create a more dynamic flow system.   
 
Meantime, we are about to sow 28kg of wildflower seed in the  
adjacent meadow. 
 

Sam St. Pierre  

  ………………………………………..  

    

Pepper’s pot pourri 
The recent work of this Trust on the tributaries of the Ouse and particularly on the Bevern seem to be bearing fruit.  
However, there are many stretches where the water is in anything but good condition there are also places where 
habitat improvements seem to be paying off.  It is a constant battle between water abstraction, pollution from sewage 
treatment works, effluent from domestic septic tanks, run off from roads, chemicals from agriculture and the natural cleansing systems of 
the river itself.  These include the physical elements, which increase oxygenation, and the biological elements that modify and ameliorate 
the chemical contamination.  In many stretches of the streams there are abundant micro-organisms that filter out many of the chemicals but 

aquatic vegetation is still rather scant. 

In the 1950s and ‘60s the River Board carried out a programme of river ‘improvements’ by clearing a lot of the riverside vegetation and 
dredging the river beds.  This had the effect of increasing the rate of flow during floods but, by removing a lot of the gravels and in-stream 
vegetation, it increased erosion so deepening the channels even further.  There was also more erosion of the river banks.  The gravel beds 
were the preferred habitat of many of the beneficial invertebrates and the increase in water speed during spates prevented the re-

establishment of the in-stream plants; which also provided an ideal environment for invertebrates.   

The recent work carried out by OART has done something to mitigate these effects.  In particular, by replacing the gravel beds, ostensibly 
to provide the spawning habitat for Sea Trout, it has also increased the amount of other life in the river.  As well as helping to combat pollu-

tion, this life comes in at the bottom of the food chain to increase higher life forms such as fish, small mammals and birds. 

There is still much more to do but it costs a considerable amount of money and in the present economic climate this is likely to be hard to 
get.  It would, of course, be better to tackle the pollution at source by improving sewage treatment and to reduce abstraction but these are 

outside the capabilities of OART.  All we can do is to lobby government for more action but this is unlikely to produce quick results. 

Robin Pepper 

 Looking across the ford to the island 

Planting in frozen ground! 



 

Himalayan Balsam 
(Impatiens glandulifera) 

 

This plant is a fast growing annual which is spreading rapidly infesting river banks and 
often found on waste ground too.  It has become a serious weed problem invading 
and smothering other vegetation as it goes during Spring to Autumn. It is a relative of 
the Busy Lizzie and has common names such as Jumping Jack and also Policeman’s 

Helmet.  

It originates in the Himalayan Mountains and was introduced into the UK in 1839 and 
has become a naturalised plant.  It can tolerate poor soils and low light and in turn 
shades out other plants.  It grows up to 2-3 metres (6-10 feet) in height and produces 
bright pink helmet shaped flowers between June and October.  The flowers turn into 
seed pods which explode when ripe scattering the seeds far and wide up to 7 metres 

(22 feet) away.  Up to 800 seeds can be produced by each plant. 

Plants have become established on the catchment river banks where they scatter 
seeds which can remain viable for two years and are dispersed further afield in the 

water. 

The method of control without the use of chemicals is by pulling or cutting down the 
plants before they flower and set seed.  Weed killers should not be used alongside 
waterways.  In places where the non-chemical method of control is not possible 

chemicals may need to be used but specialist advice should always be sought first.   

 

 

Japanese Knotweed 
(Fallopia japonica) 

 

This invasive species was introduced from Japan in 1825 as an ornamental plant. The 
plant  dies back beneath the ground in winter but by late spring the stems grow very fast 
to over 2 metres (7 feet) high and quickly smother out other plants.  It is very difficult to 
eradicate by chemical or by hand because of its tough dense bamboo-like stems. It has 
thick deeply penetrating rhizomes which creep underground and allow its relentless 
spread.  The rhizomes are even able to lift tarmac and other hard surfaces and grow 

through. 

Japanese Knotweed leaves are about 14 cm (5½ ins) long and the flowers are attractive 
creamy white tassels about 15 cm (6ins) in length produced in late summer and early 
autumn. It does not produce seeds but it can sprout from very small sections of rhizome.  It is likely that much of its spread has been 
caused by the movement of topsoil.  It is an offence to cause Japanese Knotweed to grow in the wild under the provisions made within the  
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981.  Digging it out causes the added problem of disposal as it is classed as ‘controlled waste’ under the 

Environmental Protection Act 1990 and has to be disposed of at a licensed landfill site.  Specialist advice should be sought for disposal. 
 

Giant Hogweed 

(Heracleum mantegazzianum) 

 

This biennial plant is closely related to Cow Parsley but it grows much taller to a height of 
over 3 metres (10ft) and spreads wider to about 1 metre (3 ft 6 ins).  The stems are thick 
and bristly and often blotched purple.  The flat topped clusters of white flowers or 

‘umbrels’ face upwards and can measure 60 cm (2 ft) across.  

It is an impressive sight although invasive and potentially harmful.  Chemicals in the sap 
can cause skin burns or photo-dermatitis and also photo-sensitivity where the skin be-
comes sensitive to sunlight which can cause blisters, pigmentation and long-lasting 

scars. 

In the first year the plant forms a clump of jagged leaves and then in the second year it 
sends up the flower heads and sets seed.  Giant Hogweed does not always behave like 
a true biennial and may not die after the second year but continue to flower in the subse-

quent years. 

Specialist advice for eradication should be sought.  Protective clothing and face masks 
should be worn when dealing with this plant.  Even plant debris, contaminated clothes 
and tools are potentially hazardous therefore any skin that becomes in contact with the 

plant must be washed immediately. 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=T1Uoa5UXtNlH8M&tbnid=7V6dPC63UMAPFM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ecocontrol.co.uk%2Fgallery.asp&ei=DnzdUePTOdOS0AXo24GoDw&psig=AFQjCNHWM1DQoAw64sJLatHPf5TJsZrX3w&ust=1373556088903343


Jim’s Diary 

Mid-May to June, 2013 

 

I started the day on 21st. May litter picking the usual rubbish from fast food outlets.   
People in passing cars persist with the disgraceful habit of jettisoning their rubbish onto the roads and 
verges.  Among this horrible rubbish was an alarming number of glass bottles.  There was also the usual 

problem of cars speeding through the village ignoring 30 mph signs and causing mortality amongst the local bird life.  
Only that morning I had found a duck and three ducklings all hit by a fast car.  Also upsetting was the sight of a squashed hedgehog espe-
cially because they are becoming so much rarer nowadays.  All this unnecessary death caused by drivers going too fast and giving wildlife 

little chance to escape safely.  Even the sight of litter-pickers in fluorescent yellow high visibility jackets did little to slow down some drivers.  

 

I walked along the Uck on Saturday, 25th.   All along there was plenty of lush vegetation and as I walked I saw several deer and a few early 
butterflies.  It was good to see a small hatch of Mayfly and I watched two taken by fish.  I noted the skips on the top of the river bank behind 
the industrial area had been used properly and the whole area much tidier at long last.  I also noted the huge amount of Himalayan Balsam 

all along the Uck and growing fast.  There was no rubbish in the main channel of the Uck. 

 

Monday, 27th. was a warm and sunny day spent walking all day along the Ouse banks looking at some early 
wild flowers as I went on this Spring Bank Holiday Monday.  People were arriving to picnic so I asked them to 
respect the Country Code as I had picked up several bags of litter thrown down.  The favourite trick they use is 
to place rubbish behind the post and rail fencing no doubt expecting somebody else to do their dirty work.  At the 
same moment I was speaking to picnickers I saw two Kingfishers fly past along the river and a shoal of Carp 
were resting in the shady waters under the trees as a young duck family swam past.  I hoped these ducklings 
would keep safe away from the roads.  High up above in the blue sky soared a pair of Buzzards no doubt keeping surveillance on young 

rabbits far below them to feed on.  All in all a splendid day just as a Spring Bank Holiday should be. 

 

The White May or Hawthorn was blooming well by 31st May and I hoped a good crop of berries would be produced for the Autumn.  The  
House Martins nesting around the house in the six nests remained very active from first light until dusk.  It is so good to see them each 
year after their long journey from Africa.  The bird table remained very busy with a variety of small birds.  It is so  important to keep them 
fed locally.  I have heard one or two Nightingales singing but it is not the common sound like it used to be.  I visited the Pulborough Brooks 
Reserve where several had been singing away earlier in the month but on this occasion saw a Red Kite with a large wing tag and some 

Buzzards.  There were Brimstone butterflies on the wing.   

JUNE 

Sunday 2nd was warm and sunny which felt just right for a walk along the Ouse.  I saw a some butterflies but a total lack of bees on the 
few wild flowers in bloom.  It looked as thought they had suffered too during the bad winter.  I looked at a patch of clover but there was not 
a bee in sight so there must be something amiss.  There were a lot of Mullet in the lower river and the remains of a fair sized one just at the 
point where the Seal had left a slide down into the water.  Later on a Seal was spotted near Piddinghoe on the outgoing tide.  One or two 
are seen every year when a Seal enters the river.  There was an Osprey flying low over the main Ouse and I believe one was also seen at 

a local reservoir. 

On 14th. I went to the river in blustery weather to do a pre-season check.  The true Salmon season opens on 16th. June.  As I walked 
along looking at the main Ouse it looked in good shape with a moderate flow.  I disturbed a Little Egret on a scrape near Hamsey and the 
river side reed margins were full of bird activity mostly in the form of Warblers.  A few Carp were spawning and making a huge disturbance 

by the river edges but again, sadly, I saw very few bees.   

The river season opened on 16th and brought a few anglers out to catch various freshwater fish.  One person caught a small Flounder on a 
maggot.  The weather was perfect and the fields looked golden with flowering Buttercups.  Other wild flowers were in bloom included Ox-
Eye Daisy, Red Campion, Cow Parsley which is sometimes known as Queen Anne’s Lace.  It had to be admitted that Nature’s wild garden 
looked good after such a long cold winter and spring.  On returning home along the A26 I saw a sight which has occurred for many years in 
the same stretch of a Hawthorn hedge on the roadside boundary of  Plashett Park Farm.  It was a 
large silken web like a tent containing thousands of caterpillars of the Brown Tail Moth.  The female 
has a brown hairy tail so hence the name.  The caterpillars hibernate in the winter in their web and 
emerge in the spring when they strip the hedge clean of foliage.  Their hairs can cause a nasty skin 

irritation so if you are touched wash your skin with soapy water immediately. 

Wednesday, 19th was a warm, humid, overcast day with a forecast of 
thunder storms later.  The storms were said to have been building up 
over the French coast.  I walked along the Ouse and Uck and on the Uck 
I witnessed a small hatch of Mayfly which had been scarce to date in that 

area.  I have been told that the hatch on the Hampshire chalk streams has not been as good as usual also. 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A large bank of Campions looked good in the sunshine.  I watched a shoal of Carp laze in the muggy heat amongst the Lily beds.  Up 
above me were the ever present Buzzards calling high above where the young rabbits sat on a bank.  I imagined the Buzzards would be 
thinking they could see dinner below.  There were very few butterflies and bees again but some damselflies darted about.  The river banks 

were thick with the ever present Himalayan Balsam in vast quantity. 

I went on an afternoon visit with the Isfield Forget-Me-Not Club to the Newhaven Fort which is something well 
worth doing.  It is an eye-opener to see the hardships that were endured in World War 2.  The entire experience  
was all very interesting.  Did anybody see the Avro Vulcan jet powered delta winged strategic bomber flying low in 
this area at 3.45 pm on Saturday 22nd. June ?  It was a really wonderful sight as well as a trip back into the 
history of planes.  The Vulcan was powered by four Rolls Royce Olympus engines which made very little noise 

except for when it passed overhead. 

Three of us manned the OART stand at the Lewes Linklater Pavilion on the Railway Land Reserve on Sunday 23rd June. 

On 30th. there were a few people about as I walked along the Ouse.  I noticed the river flow had fallen but there were a few anglers about.  
I found the usual bags of dogs mess thrown down by thoughtless dog walkers but I cleared it all up as usual and restored the area to tidi-

ness.  As the sun shone it attracted more and more visitors to the Ouse. 

JULY 

I had yet another clear up through the village on 2nd July.  All the usual rubbish had been deposited along the verges thrown from passing 
cars along with the usual carnage of various birds.  This time I found a hen Pheasant and four chicks all mown down in the road and two 

Blackbirds.  It is an upsetting sight to see. 

I have seen a wonderful display of Orchids along the A26 again this year.  They are so good to see. The verges 
and banks support a lot of plants and wildlife.  I expect visitors to the lower Ouse valley will have seen the blood 

red fields above South Heighton and Tarring Nevill and on other parts of the South Downs. 

At home, the six House Martin nests were still very active and I could hear the sounds of the young in the 

nest while the parents were out on the wing from dawn to dusk. 

Just to add to the pleasure of the river environment two pairs of Sea Lamprey have been seen.  In addition Shad have been reported 

around the estuary.  

At last I have seen more Bumble Bees and this time on Common Knapweed.  I counted five so perhaps there is some hope for the bee 
population in general.  It will be interesting to see which butterflies visit the Hemp Agrimony along the Ouse and Uck banks.  The flowering 
season is July to September and it is a firm favourite with butterflies so I will be watching out.  Many Marbled White butterflies have been 
seen on the wing which has been a delight to see.  Sheep’s Fescue and Red Fescue grasses are the favoured food plant for Marb led 

White caterpillars. 

I close this diary with my usual best wishes and good crops to our farmers and landowners and many thanks for your support. 

Jim Smith 

OART Field Officer 

Comment On The Water Quality Results For July 2013 

Chemical tests were carried out at the same twelve locations as were surveyed in May and June. Air temperatures were somewhat higher than recent 
months and this was matched by higher water temperatures. With little recent rainfall, waters were on the low side and samplers reported low flows and 

clear conditions on sampling day. 

Results this month can only be described as poor overall – especially in respect of phosphate levels. Dissolved oxygen levels were moderate to good, with 
the sole exception of the Clappers Bridge sample, which had a dissolved oxygen level close to unacceptable, with less than 50% saturation. Dissolved 
oxygen levels, however, were generally lower than in June – of twelve results, only two gave values higher than last month. Values for turbidity and pH 
were all within normal parameters but values for conductivity were high at Spatham Lane and Street Lane. Salinity values were also higher than expected 

in some cases, but we are confident that this is due to the inaccuracy of the instrument in low-salinity conditions.  

Nutrient levels at the first four sites downstream from the source were, again very variable.  

The Ditchling Cemetery results were slightly better than in June with low ammonia and moderate nitrate but phosphate levels were at the higher end of 
moderate. The next two sites at Spatham Lane and Street Lane showed broadly similar results for ammonia and nitrate as those for last month but phos-
phate levels were considerably higher, being extremely high at Spatham Lane and very high at Street Lane. These phosphate levels are high enough to 
result in precipitation and accumulation of phosphate in stream sediments and will encourage algal growth. The last site at Plumpton Green had high phos-

phate levels, high ammonia levels and moderate nitrate; ammonia was also high at Plumpton Green in June. 

The next four sampling sites from Plumpton Mill Stream to Bevern Bridge were also variable but not on the scale of the first four sites. Ammonia levels 
were much reduced on last month’s results and all four sites recorded low values. Nitrate values were also down this month to moderate levels, although 
remaining at the high end of moderate at Novington Lane. Phosphate levels, however, were without exception significantly higher this month, being at the 
high end of moderate at Plumpton Mill Stream and Hurst Barnes, and high at Novington Lane and Bevern Bridge. The lower values for ammonia might 

reflect the drying out and reduction of leaching from a large manure heap upstream. 



Every month we produce a report based on the results of the chemical analysis of water samples collected from the 12 locations in the 

River Ouse catchment.  This can be viewed in full on our website. 

Locations tested each month 

A Bevern Stream - Ditchling 

Cemetery 

B Bevern Stream - Spatham Lane, 

nr Ditchling 

C Bevern Stream- Streat Lane, 

Streat 

D Bevern Stream - Plumpton 

Green 

E Plumpton Mill Stream - 

Confluence with Bevern, East 

Chiltington 

F Bevern Stream- Novington Lane, 

East Chiltington 

G Bevern Stream - Hurst Barns, 

East Chiltington 

H Bevern Stream - Bevern Bridge, 

South Chailey 

I Bevern Stream - Holmans 

Bridge, nr Barcombe 

J Bevern Stream - Clapper's 

Bridge, nr Barcombe 

K Bevern Stream - Redbridge 

Weir, nr Barcombe 

L Bevern Stream (lower) - Nr 

Barcombe Mills 
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/comments continued ..... 

 

The last four sites had slightly lower ammonia levels than last month, with the exception of Clappers Bridge, which remained at the high end of moderate. 
Nitrate levels were high at Clappers Bridge and Redbridge Weir but moderate at Holmans Bridge and at the high end of moderate at Beam Bridge. Phos-
phate levels were, again, much higher than last month, being at the high end of moderate at Holmans Bridge and high at Clappers Bridge, Redbridge Weir 

and Beam Bridge. 

So another set of poor results, this time dominated by high to extremely high phosphate levels. The persistence of high phosphate levels further down-
stream from discharge points is a very bad sign and a cause of considerable concern, now that warmer weather has become established. The high phos-
phate at Plumpton Green might be due to downstream persistence originating from the Ditchling STW discharge, but the high ammonia value at Plumpton 

Green, repeated from last month, has no obvious source. 

We have decided to suspend tests for salinity in all non-tidal stretches, due to the known inaccuracy of the instrument at low salinity values but we will 

continue testing tidal R. Ouse, when appropriate, for possible saline incursions.  

The results of our tests are updated every month and published on our website -  www.oart.org.uk/waterquality/monthly-report.htm 
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